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Inputs:
- OASIS LegalXML IJ TC
- OASIS UBL NDR
- UN/CEFACT CCTS NDR
- fed-xml-ndr workgroup draft NDR
- Others as necessary
What Spec Will Do or Be

- A product of the Global XSTF
- Technical specification
- Specify how GJXDM *IS* actually defined
- Format as close as possible to UBL NDR document (where appropriate)
- Use/copy/borrow appropriate wording from UBL NDR document (or other inputs)
- Specify rules and rationale for rules
What Spec Will NOT Do or Be

- NOT a projection of UBL/CCTS on GJXDM
- NOT a comparison of UBL and GJXDM
- NOT a methodology for building IEPDs (i.e. NOT an "MNDR")
Schedule

- **15 Jul**  Draft 1 XSTF review/comment
- **31 Jul**  Draft 2 XSTF review/comment  
  (corresponds to 3.1alpha1)
- **15 Aug**  Draft 1 for external review  
  (IJIS, NIEM SC, OASIS,  
  Fed XML NDR WG, etc.)
- **31 Aug**  GJXDM NDR v1.0